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casting

J. Walter Miller Company (JWMC) produces brass and bronze castings for the fire protection, 
pumping and valve industries. Both leaded and non-leaded alloys are poured on a daily basis and 
give JWMC a unique mix of capabilities. Historically, JWMC has specialized in small castings but 
is growing into larger sizes with the recent acquisition of the DISA Match 130.

JWMC recently completed its transition from manual green sand squeeze molding to fully 
automated molding machines. Each squeezer pattern needed to be converted to run on 
the Sinto FBO or the DISA Match 130. In most cases, the rigging and risers were changed to 
accommodate the machines' fixed sprue locations.

Additionally, some jobs used molding techniques applicable only to squeeze molding such as 
open risers, pop off sprues and vent wires. In particular, the use of open risers is difficult to 
replicate on the automated molding machines as they use fixed sprue locations with contact 
diameters of 1 inch maximum. The results of replacing large open risers with closed risers or 
sprues of 1 inch diameter were unpredictable and increased the rate of shrink porosity in some 
castings. 

JWMC decided to explore the use of QuikCAST solidification software to reduce the number 
of iterations required to reconfigure patterns, reduce porosity in finished castings and explore 
opportunities for yield improvement.

A TOUGH CHALLENGE
For a foundry producing non-leaded pump 
components, impellers are a main challenge 
because of the heavy and thin sections of 
the casting. The highest volume impeller 
was problematic as it was transitioned from 
a squeezer mold with an open riser to the 
automated machines. The original squeezer 
mold used an open riser feeding a solid 
triangular hub.

This configuration was not possible on 
the DISA Match 130. The impeller castings 
exhibited shrink porosity and voids in the hub 
when machined at the customer’s facility. The 
riser at the hub area required redesign.

T H E  C H A L L E N G E
To fully reconfigure J. Walter Miller 
Company's (JWMC) complex castings 
during a profound technological 
evolution.

T H E  S T O RY
JWMC recently completed its transition 
from manual green sand squeeze 
molding to fully automated molding 
machines. Each squeezer pattern 
needed to be converted to run on 
the new equipment. JWMC decided 
to explore the use of QuikCAST 
solidification software to reduce 
the number of iterations required to 
reconfigure patterns, reduce porosity 
in finished castings and explore 
opportunities for yield improvement.

T H E  B E N E F I T S
“This problem would have taken about 
12 weeks and $6,000 in pattern changes 
plus countless hours of machine time 
to solve using conventional trial and 
error methods. With QuikCAST, we 
can easily solve similar problems in 2 
weeks and produce a good pattern 
the first time. We have used simulation 
on about 20 parts to date and the 
simulation results are similar to what 
we see in the shop."

Dan Rudolph 
Quality Engineer  
J. Walter Miller Company

Original shrink defect found in the heavy 
hub section of the casting 

INITIAL DESIGN
Conventional thinking, prior to the use of QuikCAST software, lead to the addition of a core in 
the hub, to reduce the amount of liquid metal required to feed the hub during solidification. 
Also, the open riser would have been replaced with a tall closed riser of similar contact area. 

J. Walter Miller Company 
Makes a Smooth Technological 
Transition with QuikCAST
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A B O U T  E S I  G RO U P

ESI is a world-leading supplier and pioneer of digital simulation software for prototyping and manufacturing processes that take into account the physics 
of materials. ESI has developed an extensive suite of coherent, industry-oriented applications to realistically simulate a product’s behavior during testing, to 
fine-tune manufacturing processes in accordance with desired product performance, and to evaluate the environment’s impact on product performance. ESI’s 
products represent a unique collaborative and open environment for Simulation-Based Design, enabling virtual prototypes to be improved in a continuous and 
collaborative manner while eliminating the need for physical prototypes during product development. The company employs over 750 high-level specialists 
worldwide covering more than 30 countries. ESI Group is listed in compartment C of NYSE Euronext Paris. For further information, visit www.esi-group.com.
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REVISED DESIGN
The lack of feed metal from the hub was creating a shrink that was nearly 
impossible to feed from any other location. It was then suggested that 
the core in the hub be removed to allow a feed path to the wear ring. 
This change also required the use of a 1 inch sprue as an open riser to 
provide more feed metal than the existing closed riser could provide. 

The design changes were applied to the CAD model of the casting 
and input into QuikCAST for evaluation. After the model was finished, 

the original problem of shrink porosity 
in the hub was evident, but shrink in the 
wear ring was not present. The shrink in 
the hub appeared to be contained only 
in the center most region and would be 
removed during the machining process, 
leaving a clean, smooth bore.

REAL WORLD OUTCOME
The changes modeled in QuikCAST were applied to the impeller during 
the next production run. As predicted, some centerline shrink was 
evident in the hub, but was easily removed during machining. There was 
no shrink found in the wear ring with the new configuration. JWMC's 
customer witnessed a dramatic reduction of scrap in the machining 
process, which contributed to large cost savings for both the customer 
and JWMC.

Hub with no shrink cracks present.

“We selected QuikCAST because it has 
the most comprehensive capabilities for 
simulating brass and bronze alloys. QuikCAST 
is a very powerful simulation tool.”
Dan Rudolph, 
Quality Engineer,  J. Walter Miller Company

Open riser, solid hub design. No shrink pocket in wear ring.

Following casting and machining, the hub of the impeller exhibited no 
defects after boring. However, a new defect began to appear in the 
wear ring section of the casting, which is a heavy circular rib about an 
inch around the hub. At this time, JWMC turned to QuikCAST software 
to determine the cause of this frustrating new defect. 

After analyzing the simulation results, 
the new defect was determined to 
be a shrink caused by the reduced 
feeding from the hub section which 
was now cored and solidifying much 
more quickly. This left the wear ring 
section to solidify later and result in 
a shrink pocket which was exposed 
during the machining process.

Closed riser and cored hub design. 
Shrink pocket shown in wear ring.


